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T he Ogre is a man-eating monster dwelling in Baltistan. When he stirs
his cauldron, wreathed in mists, it is not only Baltis who feel fear

creeping into their hearts. How many expeditions has he menaced, sending
them home beaten and demoralised? In what kind of stew would he mix
Iwan, Thomas and me? As it turned out, I got the impression that he rather
liked us, and not just for supper.

It's 13 July, 1977. Just nine months old, I am soaking in this new, strange
world with questioning eyes. Meanwhile, Doug Scott and Chris Bonington
watch the sun setting from the 7285-metre-high summit of The Ogre,
oblivious of the odyssey awaiting them. During a rappel Doug slips while
removing a piton and slams into a dihedral, breaking both ankles. The
weather deteriorates. On the descent to the foot of the West Ridge, Chris
also suffers a fall, cracking a couple of ribs. With the assistance of Mo
Anthoine and Clive Rowland the two escape the jaws of the Ogre in an
epic seven-day struggle. More than twenty expeditions try to emulate their
ascent. But all are beaten back, most of them by the weather. A Japanese
team fail just 200 metres below the summit. The mountain preys on the
intruders, gnaws on the nerves of the increasingly respectful aspirants 
and significantly enhances its status.

Little wonder that there is quite a crowd of people when we arrive at Base
Camp in April 2001. Most of them are planning to climb the South Pillar.
Shunning every form of competition, Silvo Karo and his Slovenian friends
are attempting the East Spur. Two Americans from his team hold on to
their original goal, whereas Hans Kammerlander and his merry men have
moved over to the British West Ridge route.

Second-best
This morning we have ferried our last loads to Advanced Base Camp and I
am melting snow for Iwan and Thomas, who have gone up to fix ropes in
the approach couloir. Hans Johnstone and Marc Newcomb, the two
Americans, follow in their footsteps. They seem to have adopted most of
our habits since we appeared on the scene. A dangerous race seems to be
on, a race that might blunt our abilities to sense the hidden dangers of the
mountain and lure us into wrong decisions. After a short discussion with
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their suitors, Thomas and Iwan turn back. We decide to re-focus our sights
and attempt an ascent of Ogre Ill, which looked like a giant triangular
candy bar poking into the sky. We could scarcely have thought of a worse
replacement for our initial goal. Some time ago a Japanese team seems to
have attempted the SE Ridge of this formidable peak rising to about 6800m,
just as unsuccessfully as the Italian expeditions in 1999 and 2000. On 13
June we set out to find a way through the chaos of the icefall that bars the
way to the long couloir leading up to a col. Then the weather collapses and
confines us to Base Camp for five long days. Finally, towards the evening
of 18 June, the sky clears just as the wizards of the Innsbruck weather
oracle had predicted, offering a two-day window of calmness and sunshine.

The Austrian prophets couldn't have been more correct. Under an almost
cloudless sky, we struggle up the glacier, up a thousand-metre couloir and
along a corniced mushy ridge, to sink into the snow, totally whacked, at the
site of Camp 1. The body hasn't adapted to altitude yet, so there is little
wonder that I can hardly sleep during the night with bizarre dreams buzzing
around my head.

In the morning Iwan and I start up the mixed terrain of the ridge leading
to the foot of the SE Spur of Ogre III at 6300m. Soon we reach a rocky
step, where Thomas takes over and leads up to the foot of the pillar. Early
the next morning, Thomas and I leave the camp to negotiate the complex
terrain of the buttress, where the route-finding turns out to be just as hard
as the climbing. After six iced-up and loose pitches we realise that we are
running out of fixed ropes and gas. We have to go down to Base Camp
despite the perfect weather. As the Tyrolean disciples of St Peter have been
granted a two-day extension of good weather, on 30 June we start off from
Base at quarter to two in the morning and reach Camp 1 at eight. After a
short rest, Thomas and I hike on to fix a few ropes and manage five more
pitches with difficulties up to 5.10. We have made up for the lost day.
Tomorrow we will have a realistic chance to get to the top.

Iwan leaves the camp at one o'clock, Thomas and I each follow in half
hour intervals to avoid traffic jams on the ropes. Iwan has volunteered to
lead the first pitch above the fixed ropes. At daybreak he starts plowing his
way along the ridge through hip-deep snow to the base of the next steep
section. The following three pitches are less laborious, but much harder.
Mixed climbing up to M6+ above 6600m. Then it is my turn to battle the
iced-up overhanging rock, opening the door to the summit snowfield.
Thomas digs his way up for 150 metres, leaving a deep trough in the 50°
slope. At two o'clock in the afternoon we top out on the summit, happy to
have reached our first goal by such a magical arc~te, 6900m and unclimbed
- up to now. But The Ogre is waiting. We strain our eyes to figure out a
good line through its upper defences and try to spot the Americans, who
left Base Camp the same day we did. But we see no trace of them, just the
bivvy platform at the head of the pillar. Later we were to learn that they got
off route in the summit icefield and had to give up in bottomless snow.
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The real thing at last
Down in Base Camp next day, Marc and Hans come over to congratulate
us. On terrafirma we get along great, but up on the mountain it seems to be
impossible because the stakes are too high. It is a shame, but such is human
nature. After two days they leave the South Pillar of The Ogre to us. At last
we can get to work undisturbed.

Another one of those rises at two-thirty in the morning, gulping down
food and stumbling up the dark glacier to Advanced Base, where we
deposited some gear a month ago. At ten o'clock I start ascending the rock
spur above the couloir. It's beautiful alpine climbing on rough granite. After
seven pitches Thomas takes over and leads the next four rope-lengths that go
free at 5.11. At four o'clock we're on the ridge leading up to the site of Camp 2
at 590Om. But we call it a day, fix the lines directly down the pillar and start
cooking our evening meal at Advanced Base just before it gets dark.

The next morning we sleep in until half past four. Iwan and I will climb
and fix the last four pitches to Camp 2, while Thomas hauls the gear, hard
work that is often underrated. We reach the site at two in the afternoon but
Iwan is determined to prepare as much of the route as possible to save time
when things become serious. Thomas belays him while I take my turn as
the beast of burden. Towards evening we knock off and set out for home.

After a day's rest in Base Camp, we get on our marks for the final push.
We need at least four days of good weather and low wind, however. For the
weekend, the wizards predict a ridge of high pressure; but just before leaving
camp - at two in the morning! - a gut feeling from Thomas makes us stay
put. Heavy thunderstorms which envelope the mountain for most of the
day prove this a wise decision.

Then the weather gurus assure us of four days of settled conditions. As
we leave Base Camp, the sky is still overcast and reaching Camp 1 it starts
to snow. Nobody in his right mind would attempt such a mountain in this
kind of weather! But our infinite trust in Innsbruck tells us that the weather
must improve. If not, we can go home. Lo and behold: after two hours of
waiting the sky starts to clear, but we don't get far. After about 500 metres
on the snow-covered glacier, the generally soft-spoken Iwan starts swearing
like a trooper. He has broken through the crust into a hidden waterhole,
completely swamping his left boot. If we continue, he is bound to suffer
from frostbite. Luckily, we have a pair of dry socks and manage to wipe the
boot halfway dry. Then the sun breaks through the clouds, nourishing our
hopes for success as well as our fears of slab avalanches in the couloir. We
decide to enter it only if we can fmd the fixed ropes. But we can hardly
reach them. Iwan pushes himself to the edge of exhaustion burrowing
through one and a half metres of powder. Furious about the impertinent
slope, Thomas takes the lead: 'Push!' Thomas is digging like a St Bernard
while Iwan supports him from behind and I am asking myself what we are
doing here. Finally, the tools bite into the ice and Thomas pulls over the
bergschrund. But the situation here isn't much better. We must cross an
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avalanche slope and search for the fixed ropes. With some luck, Iwan digs
them out of the snow. While we climb the couloir, and during the rest of
our ascent, avalanches hiss down everywhere. When we reach Camp 2 the
approach couloir has been swept completely clean. We install our portaledge
and prepare a brew. The top seems a lot closer than just a few hours ago.

As the next camp is not too far up, we sleep in until half past four. The
weather is perfect and the first warm rays of sunshine reach us as we start
up the ropes. The distribution of labour is clear, Thomas climbs, I belay
and it is Iwan's turn to do the hard work. After a difficult warm-up pitch
that goes at 5.1Oa, we cover ground swiftly in the dihedral system above. It
is only two o'clock when we reach the site of Camp 3 at 6300m. Thomas
and I climb up two more pitches while Iwan sets up the camp. At 5.1 Oc, the
traverse directly above the bivouac site must be the crux of the upper pillar.
Now at least the top of the spur seems to be within reach and we are eagerly
looking forward to the next day. However, I am less than happy about the
sleeping space in the two-person portaledge we had revamped at home to
fit three. Confining myself to twenty centimetres, with my head directly
level with the well-worn feet of my companions, sleep doesn't come easily.

At four o'clock we are relieved from our suffering. Up relatively easy
terrain we reach the end of the rock. The snow ridge which follows up to
Camp 4 at 6500m is longer and more exhausting than we had anticipated.
But this doesn't stop us from reaching the site, where we dig out the platform
for the camp. After an hour's rest, Iwan and I leave to fix 180 metres of
rope on the tricky iced-up slabs. At half past four we've reached the end of
our ropes and the beginning of the summit ice field. The conditions here
don't seem to be too bad. We rap down to Thomas and tell him about our
chances. But our respect has grown proportionally to our confidence. Will
we really make it? We may be close but why should this mountain, that has
brushed aside all other aspirants, make an exception? And yet, what could
stop us from getting to the top? Like a puppy after its tail, confidence and
doubt are chasing each other in a circle.

Almost heaven
Again, sleep is out of question, although this time because I am too excited.
The alarm that goes off at one in the morning doesn't really wake me and
I stay put like the others. The wind has picked up during the night and is
whipping against the tent. Should we really attack? No one says a word.
After fifteen minutes we pull ourselves together, eat a little and leave camp
at two. Breaking trail in the 500-metre-high summit ice slope is hard work,
as the snow quality is extremely variable. Sometimes we sink in up to the
waist. At daybreak we reach the first rock step, which we overcome using
an old bolt ladder. Above it is a lOO-metre snow slope leading to the summit
spire at 7000m. None of us has problems with altitude but we're still climbing
in the shade and the wind has gathered force. Due to the chill factor, the
subjective temperature is -20°C. The drinks in our packs are frozen solid.

',I
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Now Thomas has taken the lead, Iwan belays and I follow with a slightly
heavier pack. The terrain is difficult, so we have to suffer through long
periods of shivering at the stances. After two mixed pitches at about M5
Thomas is hit in the eye by something, significantly reducing his sight. We
have reached a system of dihedrals and cracks leading up to the summit
gendarme at 5.9 and A2. Soon we are confronted with a blank wall, split
by two parallel cracks - typical Friend territory. But how did Scott and
Bonington do it without these machines back in 1977? Suddenly the crack
peters out and we are forced to make an impressive pendulum to gain the
other slot. This has nothing to do with a normal A2-pitch in the Alps back
in the 1970s. Thomas climbs all of this squinting through one eye. Judging
distances proves extremely difficult, not making the placement of Friends
and pins any easier. At the end of the aid pitch we fmd the tools of our
predecessors, sawn-off aluminum tubes and other curiosities. We hope that
Tom's other eye remains unaffected! If he lost his sight completely, it would
mean retreat, no more than forty metres below the summit. The man-eater
is nibbling at our nerves! After two more pitches on mixed ground, we
reach the top at half past three. We're totally elated. The first human visit
for 24 years. We realise what an extraordinary feat the first ascent of this
mountain was. To climb this summit spire with the equipment of that time
certainly was one of the most impressive performances in the history of
mountaineering. We relish the moment. With the wind whipping the clouds
towards us, we feel like in an airplane. Like being part of the sky. A long
preserved dream has come true. I am so thankful to be up here.

We take a few photos and start retreating to more accustomed surround
ings. First, five pitches straight down the rocks to avoid a replay of the
historic epic. Then 500 metres down the icefield. At nine in the evening we
reach Camp 4 utterly exhausted. As we haven't been able to drink all day,
we fill up on much-needed liquid. Although we hadn't eaten either, we still
feel no hunger. We just want to sleep.

Back in the K.2 Hotel, sipping a Coke while overlooking a well-groomed
English lawn, life has returned to normal. We're back in civilization and
not unhappy about it. Life continues much the same as before, even with
The Ogre in your back pocket. The restless soul of the climber can't stop
itself from hatching new plans. We'll be back again for sure.

Why did we make it and the others not? I am sure the weather and the
weather magicians in Innsbruck played an important role as well as our
tactics and speed. We also were lucky not to feel the altitude. Mostly it was
because of our ascent of Ogre Ill. Everything just fitted together like a
jigsaw puzzle.

Summary: An account of the second ascent of The Ogre (7285m) via the
South Pillar by Thomas Huber, Iwan Wolf and Urs Stacker on 21 July and
afirst ascent of a new route on Ogre Ill, the West Summit of Ogre Il at c.
6800m via the West Ridge.
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